Inspiratory pressure evaluation by means of the entropy of respiratory mechanomyographic signals.
The study of the mechanomyographic (MMG) signal of respiratory muscles is a promising technique in order to evaluate the respiratory muscles effort. The relationship between amplitude and power parameters of this signal with the respiratory effort performed during respiration is of great interest for researchers and physicians due to its diagnostic potentials. In this study, it was analyzed the MMG signal of the diaphragm muscle acquired by means of a capacitive accelerometer applied on the costal wall. The new methodology investigated was based in the calculation of the Shannon entropy of the MMG signal during the diaphragm muscle voluntary contraction. The method was tested in an animal model, with two incremental respiratory protocols performed by two non anesthetized mongrel dogs. The results obtained in the respiratory tests analyzed indicate that the Shannon entropy was superior to other amplitude parameter methods, obtaining higher correlation coefficients (with p-values lower than 0.001) with the mean and maximum inspiratory pressures. Furthermore in this study we have proposed a moving mode high pass filter in order to eliminate the very low frequency component recorded by the sensor and due to movement artifacts and the gross movement of the thorax during respiration. With this non linear filtering method we have obtained higher correlation coefficients (with both entropy and amplitude parameters) than with the Wavelet multiresolution technique proposed in a previous work.